In any attempt to control an infinite-dimensional distributed parameter system (DPS) with a finite-dimensional controller, some compensation for deleterious controller interaction with unmodeied modes is needed. We introduce the concepts of both a finite-dimensional nonlinear controller based on any reasonable, nonlinear reduced-order model of the DPS and stability compensation by a tinitedimensional, nonlinear residual mode filter. Under appropriate Lipschitz continuity conditions on the nonlinearities, this new pair of interconnected tinite-dimensional systems will produce closed-loop (exponentially) stable control of the nonlinear DPS. t?
I. INTRODUCTION
Distributed parameter systems (DPS) must always be controlled by loworder finite-dimensional systems usually based on reduced-order models (ROM) of the actual DPS. Of course, stability of such controllers in closed-loop with the actual DPS is not guaranteed; hence, compensation must often be added into the loop to produce stability. We have developed the concept of residual mode filters (RMF) to guarantee closed-loop stability of linear DPS with finite-dimensional controllers in [ 1, 21 , and we have applied these ideas in [3] for a very large-scale simulation of a threedimensional large space structure. In this paper, we present a similar approach for the control of a large class of nonlinear system.
We are concerned with the class of nonlinear DPS, i = Ax + Bu +f(x) (1) y=cx; -40) = x0, where dim u = M, dim y = P, rank B = iI4, rank C = P, and x belongs to the D(A) which is a dense subspace of a Hilbert space H with inner product ( ., -) and associated norm I( . (I. The unbounded operator A is defined on D(A) and generates a CO semigroup U(t) on H. The nonlinear term f(x) is (locally) Lipschitz continuous, Iv-(x,)-f(x*)ll ~qxl-x2ll (2) in a neighborhood of the origin; also we assume
When we speak of solutions of (l), we mean mild solutions, i.e., ones that satisfy
where x0 is in H. Many large space structure models have the form (1); see [4] .
PARTITIONED DPS
We let HN, H,, H, be reducing or modal subspaces of H. This means
where H, E D(A), H, c D(A), dim H, = N < co, dim H, = Q < ~0, and both H, and H, are A-invariant. Define x,,, E P,x, xQ E PQx, xR 3 P,x, where P,, P,, P, are projections onto H,, H,, H, respectively; therefore, x=x,+xQ+x,.
Consequently, the original DPS (1) is partitioned into three subsystems, 
As to how the finite-dimensional subspaces HN and H, are chosen, this must wait until the next section. It will essentially follow the development for linear DPS in [2] .
LINEAR FEEDBACK CONTROLLER AND RMF DESIGN
As in [2] and [3] , we ignore the nonlinearities of [l] and think of (AN, B,, C,) from (7) as a linear ROM for the DPS. Then a linear ROM Controller can be designed,
where L,= A, + B,GN-K,C,,, with G,, K, such that A, + B,G,, AN-K&, have appropriate stability margins. Since the ROM (AN, B,, C,) is N-dimensional, this design is easily accomplished using standard finite-dimensional techniques.
It is important to note that the controller (8) is usually designed to accomplish some performance goals for the system (10). However, the ROM is chosen to be a good N-dimensional approximation of the DPS which includes all open-loop unstable modes of (1) and, hence, the controller is designed entirely around the performance of it in closed-loop with the ROM.
When the controller (8) is used in closed-loop with the actual DPS (1 ), even though nonlinearities are ignored, this closed-loop system may be unstable. From [S] , there can be only finitely (e.g., Q) many unstable modes caused by the controller; so, we define the xp modes of (7) as the Q modes which, when deleted from the open-loop DPS (l), permit the controller (8) to yield a closed-loop stable system. We ignore the nonlinearity f(x) in all of this development. Furthermore, by stability we mean exponential stability; A is exponentially stable when it is a closed, densely defined, linear operator on H which generates the semigroup U(t) such that
where KZ 1 and a>O.
As pointed out in [3] , it is not always easy to discover the xo-modes. Certainly some work needs to be done on that question; however, techniques for good guesses include perturbation methods and root locus methods for large-scale approximations of the DPS (1).
Once the xo-modes are identified, some form of compensation must be 
It is added to the closed-loop in the sense that the full output y from (1) is modified to J z y -ye and this replaces y in the controller (8):
In [2] , it was shown that the closed-loop system consisting of the DPS (1), the modified controller (1 l), and the RMF (10) will be exponentially stable. However, all nonlinearitiesf(x) are ignored in [2] . 
Furthermore, jj= y -iQ is the DPS output y modified by the RMF (14) output jQ.
LOCAL EXPONENTIAL STABILITY OF CLOSED-LOOP SYSTEM
The closed-loop system consists of both the nonlinear controller (13) and the nonlinear RMF (14) 
THEOREM. Let w(t; o,,) be the unique solution for all t > 0 of the mild form of (15); dt; 00) = U,(t)w, + j; U,(t -7) h,(o(T; w,,)) d7,
where U,(t) is the C,-semigroup generated by the linear operator A,. (it is easy to see that it does generate such a semigroup). Since A, is stable, then 
o<+ -a). L (21) Take o0 so that I(q,(I <ru/K,<r/K,<r, since KC> 1. Then Ilo(t; o,,)ll <r for some interval of time, e.g., 0 < t < t,.
Either t, = CC or Ilw(t,; w,,)ll = r. However, r= IJo(t,; oO)ll < K,e-""' [ )jq,j) + E j: euc'r dt]. This uses (16) and (17). Therefore, r < K,e-""I [rol/K, + E( (1 -ebcfl)/oc)r] < rcI + e(KJa,)r < [cc + (1 -a)] r = r. This is a contradiction.
:. t, = co, i.e., llo(t; o,)ll <r for all t 20 when llo,,ll <$oI. 
By Gronwall's Inequality, z(t) 6 Kceaof'z(o) or /o(t; oO)ll ,< K c ,-kQ-b',)~ llooll =Kce-"<"' llooll. Therefore, in (19) CC = ~,.LY < e,.. This ends the proof.
CONCLUSIONS
It has been shown that the nonlinear DPS (1) in closed-loop with the N-dimensional nonlinear controller (13) and the Q-dimensional nonlinear RMF (14) is well-posed and exponentially stable under appropriate continuity assumptions on f(x). Of course, output nonlinearity can be added, as well as control nonlinearity.
The most important point to be made is that in the linear DPS case the controller and RMF are completely separated while in the nonlinear case they must trade information in the form of estimates of xN and xQ modes; consequently, they are interconnected through the nonlinear terms .fN(i.N, 1,) 0) and f&,, &, 0). Life is cruel. Nevertheless, the designer may try the linear controller and RMF of Section 3 first before adding the interconnection terms. Also, a nonlinear controller with a linear RMF or linear controller with a nonlinear RMF can be tried; these are both somewhat simpler to implement than the full nonlinear controller (13) plus nonlinear RMF (14).
